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1. Owing a car is convenient (    ) that you have somewhere to park it. 

(A)   long (B)   only (C)   provided (D)   considered 

 

2. (    ) you do, don’t let the dog out of the yard! 

(A)   That (B)   What (C)   Moreover (D)   Whatever 

 

3. If the company had offered more benefits, then I (    ) the position more 

seriously. 

(A)   could be considered (B)   would have considered 

(C)   had considered (D)   will be considering 

 

4. The woman (    ) Bob fell in love left him a few weeks after they met. 

(A)   who (B)   whom (C)   of whom (D)   with whom 

 

5. John is always willing to help with things that other people often dislike 

(    ). 

(A)   do (B)   doing 

(C)   of doing (D)   of being done 

 

6. Mike doesn’t look well today. We should keep an eye (    ) him. 

(A)   to (B)   with (C)   on (D)   for 

 

7. We need volunteers for our project, but (    ) six. 

(A)   no more than (B)   none more than 

(C)   any more than (D)   for more than 

 

8. I really need to get this report done (    ) the end of the month, otherwise 

I’ll be in trouble at work. 

(A)   before (B)   until (C)   through (D)   as soon as 

 

9. Almost (    ) Japanese people over twenty years old have a driver’s 

license. 

(A)   all (B)   of (C)   all of (D)   every 

 

10. Thank you for giving me this job. I won’t (    ) you down. 

(A)   give (B)   let (C)   feel (D)   set 

 

11. Diane is a really cheerful girl. She always says a friendly “hello” (    ) 

she meets. 

(A)   for everyone (B)   by everyone 

(C)   to everyone (D)   with everyone 

 

12. The professor (    ) with his lecture even though the bell had rung. 



(A)   kept out (B)   ran for (C)   went on (D)   set in 

 

13. Fred (    ) writing for the local newspaper about his travel experiences 

for more than ten years. 

(A)   is (B)   will have (C)   has been (D)   should have 

 

14. I don’t like to (    ) at home at weekends. I like to get out of the house and 

do something. 

(A)   keep (B)   stay (C)   enjoy (D)   spend 

 

15. Mark is having problems (    ) to his new working environment. 

(A)   suiting (B)   becoming (C)   fitting (D)   adjusting 

 

16. Mary doesn’t come to her office every day. She only comes in every (    ) 

day. 

(A)   one (B)   other (C)   another (D)   single 

 

17. Frank is interested in everything. He is always (    ) about what he sees 

and reads. 

(A)   curious (B)   adequate (C)   prominent (D)   dependent 

 

18. Please be (    ) about what you want for your birthday. Tell me exactly 

what you would like. 

(A)   narrow (B)   obvious (C)   essential (D)   specific 

 

19. You don’t become fluent in English by magic. It’s a (    ) of studying hard 

and practicing often. 

(A)   goal (B)   solution (C)   matter (D)   motivation 

 

20. Laura was very impressed (    ) the wonderful view at the top of Mt. Fuji. 

(A)   through (B)   by (C)   for (D)   from 

  


